The method of maximum of the function of accumulated spectra (MFAS) was used for the first time to estimate the wind velocity vector from measurements by a micropulsed coherent Doppler lidar (MPCDL) with conical scanning by the probing beam. In the experiment with a Windcube 200s MPCDL, it is found that the use of MFAS allows an increase in the maximum height of retrieval of the vertical profiles of the wind speed and direction by an average of 30% in comparison with the filtered sine-wave fitting.
INTRODUCTION
To obtain the information about the wind speed and direction from raw data measured by a coherent Doppler lidar, during measurement the conical scanning by the probing beam around the vertical axis is usually used. In this case, the elevation angle ϕ is fixed, and the azimuth angle θ changes with a constant rate. The accuracy of lidar estimation of the wind velocity vector { , , } is the sampling interval; 0 B is the bandwidth of an real signal (doubled Nyquist frequency), and 0,1, 2,3,... n = is the shot number. In the signal processor, to obtain power spectra of lidar signal, the rectangular time window ( ) W t with the width W T comparable with the pulse duration p τ , fast
Fourier transformation, and accumulation of data are used. As a result of signal processor operation, we obtain estimates of the spectrum of lidar signal power for different distances k R and azimuth angles m θ . These estimates can be represented as ( ) 
where l f l f = Δ is frequency; 0,1, 2,..., The main parameters of the Windcube 200s lidar in the experiment, whose description can be found below, are given in Table 1 . According to this table, the bandwidth 0 B = 250 MHz, the number of spectral channels is L = 32, and, consequently, the width of the spectral channel is 0 / (2 ) f B L Δ = = 3.90625 MHz. This corresponds to the channel width in the units of velocity
543 µm is the wavelength of probing radiation). At this quite rough frequency resolution, the radial velocity (projection of the wind velocity vector onto the optical axis of the probing beam) can be estimated from the spectrum ( ; , )
S f R θ with a large error. Therefore, using the Fourier interpolation, we pass from ( ; , ) 
According to the data given in Table 1 for W T and p τ , the longitudinal dimension of the probed volume determined as
x is the standard error function) [5] , is equal to 36 m.
In addition to the radial velocity, the spectra ( ; , ) 
and square brackets denote rounding up or down to the nearest integer number. 
obtained from measurements by the Windcube 200s lidar at different signal-to-noise ratio determined by Eq. (4). It should be noted that here the values of the spectra in the zeroth and first channels ( l = 0 and l = 1) were replaced with the values from the second channel ( l = 2). It can be seen that as SNR decreases, the height of the spectral peak carrying the information about the radial wind velocity decreases too. Even at SNR = -20 dB, the estimate of the radial velocity ˆ( , ) r k m V R θ can be obtained with the rather high accuracy owing to the large number of pulses used for spectral accumulation ( a N = 4000, see Table 1 ).
If the array of estimates of the radial velocity ˆ( , ) components) one can use the direct sine-wave fitting (DSWF) [1] [2] [3] . On the assumption of statistical homogeneity of the horizontal wind, the DSWF method consists in minimization of the functional
where ( 
The procedure of minimization of functional (5) reduces to solution of the system of linear equations:
At the extremely low signal-to-noise ratio, the position of the spectral maximum Therefore, to determine the wind velocity vector from this array, the filtering of good estimates of the radial velocity is required. In [3] , it was proposed to determine the wind velocity vector by the method of filtered sine-wave fitting (FSWF). This method consists essentially in the following. From the obtained array of estimates of radial velocities ˆ( , ) r k m V R θ , the function of three variables z V , x V , and y V is calculated consequently for every height sin
where g σ is the filtering parameter specified according to the instrumental broadening of the Doppler spectrum and inhomogeneity of the wind field. The estimate of the wind vector V is determined from the position of maximum of this function:
In comparison with DSWF, the FSWF method allows us to obtain an acceptable result at the much lower signal-to-noise ratio SNR, which was demonstrated, in particular, in [3] .
Another method to determine the wind velocity vector from strongly noisy lidar data is the method of maximum of the function of accumulated spectra (MFAS). From the array of Doppler spectra obtained after the Fourier interpolation
is calculated for every height k h as:
In contrast to the DSWF and FSWF methods, the MFAS method does not require obtaining estimates of the radial wind velocity. Summation in Eq. (8) means the additional accumulation of spectra, which leads to averaging of fluctuations of the noise component of the spectrum and, consequently, to an increase in the probability that the signal peak exceeds all noise peaks in the accumulated spectrum. At a N = 4000 and M = 360, the total number of pulses used for accumulation of data of one complete conical scan is a N M = 1440000. For some SNR values, the point of maximum of the function ( ; )
is the sought wind velocity vector. We have examined the efficiency of the MFAS method in the numerical and field experiments.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
We have conducted numerical simulation of the measurement by the Windcube 200s lidar when the conical scanning by the probing beam is used. The parameters of this lidar can be found in Table 1 . To obtain Doppler spectra carrying the information about the wind at the distance R from the lidar, samples of lidar signal ( ; ) i Z t n and noise ( ; ) N i Z t n (signals recorded by the lidar from long distances) were generated at the computer by the following algorithm [5] [6] [7] : 
where the average values of components of the wind velocity vector are constant. We have conducted the numerical experiment using the data of Table 1 for the case of very weak wind turbulence, when we can take ( , ) At the so low signal-to-noise ratio ( SNR ≤ -27 dB), DSWF yields the definitely inacceptable result (strongly biased estimate of the wind velocity) [3, 5] . Therefore, for processing of simulated data, we use the FSWF and MFAS methods described by Eqs. (6)- (7) and (8)- (9), respectively. From the data simulated for different values of the signal-to-noise ratio SNR with the use of 1000 independent realizations (conical scans), we have calculated the probability 2 P < that the conditions | | V V is the preset (true) value of the wind velocity vector. Table 2 presents the results of calculation of the probability 2 P < and the error V E for different values of the signal-tonoise ratio. One can see that if the FSWF method is used for processing of lidar data, the probability of acceptable estimate of the wind vector no lower than 99% can be obtained when the SNR exceeds approximately -27.5 dB. At the same time, the MFAS method allows the result with this accuracy to be obtained at SNR no lower than -30 dB. Thus, as follows from the results of numerical simulation, the MFAS method allows correct estimates of the wind velocity vector to be obtained at SNR lower by 2.5 dB (1.8 times smaller) than in the case of using the FSWF method.
FIELD EXPERIMENT
In October 2017, we have conducted the lidar experiment in Oberpfaffenhofen. The Windcube 200s lidar was installed on the roof of the building of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the German Aerospace Center (see Fig.2 ).
Continuous measurements by this lidar with the use of conical scanning at the elevation angle ϕ = 35.3° were conducted from 12:00 (Local Time hereinafter) on October 16 to 08:00 on October 19 of 2017. The parameters of the lidar, measurement, and treatment of data were the same as in the numerical experiment (see Table 1 ). 
described by the following equation [5] ( )
where SNR is the true signal-to-noise ratio. With allowance that W T = 144 ns, B = 50 MHz, and a N = 4000 (see Table  1 ), SNR E does not exceed 0.3 provided that SNR ≥ 0.0196 (-17 dB). According to the data of Table 2 , the MFAS method allows an acceptable result to be obtained at SNR ≥ -30 dB. To determine the signal-to-noise ratio equal to -30 dB with the relative error SNR E no higher than 0.3, it is necessary to average all estimates Ŝ NR( , ) k m R θ from measurements for one complete conical scan, that is, to obtain the average estimate as With this averaging, the relative error SNR E decreases M times, where the number of rays is M = 360 (resolution in the azimuth angle θ Δ = 1°, see Table 1 ). measurements to perform the spatiotemporal visualization of the signal-to-noise ratio and wind, that is, to obtain twodimensional distributions SNR( , ) Local time h 24 Figure 3 shows the result of the spatiotemporal visualization for the signal-to-noise ratio SNR( , ) k n h t from the measurements by the Windcube 200s lidar on October 17 of 2017. One can see that the level of the lidar echo signal varied significantly for 24 hours. The relative error of estimates of the signal-to-noise ratio does not exceed 10% at heights no lower than 900 m. According to the numerical simulation, the DSWF method yields an acceptable result at SNR ≥ -20 dB, whereas the FSWF and MFAS provide acceptable results at SNR ≥ -27.5 dB and SNR ≥ -30 dB, respectively (see Table 2 ). Then, based on the data of Fig. 3 , we can expect a significant increase of the maximal height of wind profile reconstruction with the use of FSWF and MFAS in comparison with DSWF. (6) - (7), we use the following algorithm: 
where
and (3) ( , )
is the estimate of the wind velocity obtained from the lidar measurements at one ( n -th) scan with the use of the MFAS method. 
V V is the estimate obtained for one scan. The index n = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to the DSWF, FSWF, and MFAS methods, respectively. Since the DSWF method is less efficient than FSWF and MFAS, we compare the accuracies of the two last methods. Figure 6 shows the vertical profiles of the signal-to-noise ratio SNR , the error V E , and the probability 2 P < in the cases of application of FSWF (blue curves) and MFAS (red curves). One can see that reliable (with the probability 2 P < not smaller than 99%) estimates of the wind velocity vector take place at SNR > -27 dB (according to the black solid curve) in the case of FSWF and at SNR > -30 dB in the case of MFAS. This result is in a good agreement with the results of numerical experiment (see Table 2 ). Since DSWF can provide an acceptable result only at SNR ≥ -20 dB, the application of DSWF for processing of lidar data in that day allowed retrieval of the vertical profiles of wind, on average, up to a height of 700 m with allowance for the signal-to-noise ratio shown by the black curve in Fig.6 . At the same time, in the case of application of the FSWF and MFAS methods, the wind profiles can be retrieved up to heights of 1000 m and 1300 m, respectively. This analysis has shown that the MFAS method is most efficient among the considered methods: the excess of the maximum height of retrieval of wind vector profiles by this method is, on average, 600 m (86%) in comparison with DSWF and 300 m (30%) in comparison with FSWF.
SUMMARY
Thus, in this paper, we have studied the efficiency of the MFAS method for estimation of the wind velocity vector from measurements by Windcube 200s MPCDL under conditions of a weak echo signal in comparison with the DSWF and FSWF methods. In the numerical experiment, it was found that the MFAS method allows an acceptable result to be obtained at the signal-to-noise ratio below the limits of applicability of FSWF by 2.5 dB and DSWF by 10 dB. The analysis of results of the field experiment has shown that the maximum height of reconstruction of vertical profiles of the wind speed and direction by the DSWF, FSWF, and MFAS methods is, on average, 700 m, 1000 m, and 1300 m.
A disadvantage of the MFAS method is that it requires much longer computer time in comparison with DSWF and FSWF. However, the combination of these three methods (for example, for the conditions of the field experiment considered above, it is possible using DSWF at SNR ≥ -18 dB, FSWF at -18 dB >SNR ≥ -24 dB, and MFAS at -33 dB SNR ≤ <-24 dB) allows us to shorten the time for retrieval of vertical profiles of the wind speed and direction by almost an order of magnitude and to obtain the information about the wind in real time.
